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As we anticipated, the European Central Bank went big in its attempt 

to ease inflationary pressures in the Euro Area on Thursday afternoon, 

raising interest rates by an unprecedented 75 basis points. 

Heading into the meeting, economists were torn down the middle as 

to whether we would see a 50 or 75 basis point hike. While inflation 

has continued to hit record highs, the worsening in the energy crisis 

in Europe, and the growing possibility that the Euro Area economy 

could be heading for a recession over the winter, perhaps provided 

reason for caution. Financial markets were, however, far more 

confident, and were more-or-less fully pricing in a ‘jumbo’ 75 basis 

point rate increase prior to the announcement. In the end, the 

decision among policymakers was unanimous, though the bank’s 

communications were, in our view, rather mixed.

In justifying its decision, the bank said that Euro Area inflation 

remained ‘far too high’ and that it is set to remain above the bank’s 

target for ‘an extended period of time’. In its statement, the 

Governing Council once again stressed that it would remain 

data-dependent, adding that it expects to raise interest rates further 

‘over the next several meetings’. Lagarde’s comments on the state of 

the bloc’s economy were largely in line with her previous statement in 

July. She once again said that risks to inflation were ‘tilted to [the] 

upside’, noting that a weaker euro had added to inflationary 

pressures. She did not, however, say anything on the currency that 

would resemble verbal intervention, which may partly explain the 

reaction in the euro. 

Euro edges lower, 
despite 75bp hike

Figure 1: ECB HICP Inflation Projections [September 2022]

Source: Refinitiv Datastream Date: 08/09/2022

As expected, the ECB sharply increased its forecast for 2022 inflation, 

in recognition of both the worsening situation in European energy 

markets and, perhaps, the recent sell-off in the common currency. 

The bank now sees headline inflation averaging 8.1% this year, up 

from the 6.8% pencilled in back in June, and 5.5% in 2023 (from 

3.5%). Encouragingly, there was a modest upward revision to the 

GDP growth projection for this year (3.1% from 2.8%), perhaps an 

acknowledgement that macroeconomic data has actually held up 

better than the bank had anticipated in recent weeks. We did get a 

sizable downward revision to the 2023 forecast to 0.9% (from 2.1%), 

although this was not quite as severe as some had expected. 

Perhaps the key takeaways from President Lagarde’s communications 

centred around the possible path of future tightening. Her comment 

that a 75bp rate increase was ‘not the norm’, and that the next hike 

won’t necessarily be of the same magnitude was greeted negatively 

by market participants. 
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In our view, this rhetoric seemingly implied that such a large move 

was a one-off, although a report released in the major news outlets 

soon after the meeting indicated that ECB officials were prepared to 

deliver back-to-back 75bp hikes, should the inflation outlook warrant. 

This is yet another instance where Lagarde has said one thing, only 

to be corrected by ‘sources’ soon after. Interestingly, Lagarde also 

inferred that it would take either three or four meetings in order to 

reach the end of the hiking cycle (including the September one). This 

suggests that we may get an end or, at the very least, a pause in the 

tightening process following either the December or February 

meetings. 

Investors reacted to the ECB’s announcement by sending the euro 

lower against most currencies. We think that this largely reflects 

disappointment at the lack of verbal intervention, and her comment 

suggesting that another 75bp hike is probably off the table. That 

said, the sell-off has so far been relatively contained, as markets have 

actually priced in modestly higher rates in the next six months. 

Looking ahead, our base case scenario is for additional 50 basis 

point rate hikes at the next two ECB meetings in October and 

November, with a (perhaps) final 25 basis point move to follow in 

February. This will, however, be highly dependent on upcoming 

inflation prints and developments in European energy markets. At 

this stage, we do not rule out additional tightening beyond the 

February meeting. 

Figure 2: EUR/USD (08/09/2022)

Source: Refinitiv Date: 09/06/2022
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